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Scor readies itself for a new era

M

ergers and acquisitions are
changing the reinsurance
landscape with big implications
for everyone in the value chain, according
to Jean-Paul Conoscente, newly appointed
CEO of Scor’s reinsurance business unit.
A new organisational structure was
announced for Scor Global P&C last
month, creating three business areas –
reinsurance, specialty insurance and P&C
Partners.
Scor has itself been the unwilling centre
of M&A discussions after French mutual
Covea, which owns around 8.5% of the
world’s fifth largest reinsurer, made a
hostile takeover bid. The news came after
broker Marsh announced a surprise buyout of JLT, Axa sealed its acquisition of XL
and Markel boosted its ILS activities by
buying Nephila Capital, the ILS manager.
“The pace of change is getting quicker.
Different capital is coming together;
regulatory and rating agency constraints
are a factor and meanwhile client
behaviours are changing,” Conoscente
says. “Insurers want capital protection
and earnings protection and they are
looking for partners to help them develop
new products and services.”

JEAN-PAUL CONOSCENTE
SCOR

It means that reinsurers now need
to have broad expertise in capital
management and new technology – and be
able to deploy their expertise rapidly and
locally, Conoscente believes. “That takes
size and a local network, which will lead
to an acceleration of tiering in the market
whereby the Top Five are growing and the
others are stagnating or shrinking.”
Conoscente says third party capital
has been a true disruptor of the market,
putting pressure on cat prices. “The
capital structure and investors’ acceptance
of a lower return on capital compared
with traditional reinsurers has created
a dynamic that’s here to stay,” he says.
“In the past cat [business] subsidised

other lines of business but that’s over
and now everyone is adapting to a new
environment. Cat is still an important line
of business but today’s reinsurer needs to
have a mix of traditional and third party
capital to be more effective.”
Scor uses insurance linked securities for
its retro protection but has been reluctant
to introduce third party capital where
Scor is the underwriter but the coverage
is not on Scor paper. “Unlike some,
we prefer to offer clients Scor security
with long-term thinking and use the
third-party capital for our own capital
management,” Conoscente explains.
A stated priority for Conoscente in his
new role is to continue building a tier
one franchise for Scor in the US. It’s a
market he’s familiar with having joined
Scor in 2008 as CUO for the Americas
where he helped shape the region’s team
and portfolio. In 2016, he became CEO of
Scor’s P&C US operations.
“Outside the US we are in the top four
of each main market that we operate in.
In the US we are in the top 10, with some
room to grow,” Conoscente says. “We
have segmented the market into those
Continued on page 3
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Great things
happen together

Increasingly natural disasters are putting an uncertain global economy under even more stress. At
times like these, it’s more important than ever to work with a strong and experienced partner who
really knows the market and the challenges ahead. At Swiss Re, we work together with you, leveraging
our extensive natural catastrophe expertise and digital innovation skills to create solutions to help
your business succeed. Solutions like our real-time parametric insurance offer your customers instant
pay outs based on a predefined trigger. Innovative solutions to help you better serve existing markets,
grow into new ones and efficiently manage your risks. Because great things happen together.
We’re smarter together.
Come and join us at Baden-Baden, 21–25 October.
swissre.com/badenbaden2018
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Using Behavioural Economics to Drive Business Results
Applying simple changes to customer journeys
can often produce surprising and financially
beneficial results.
In today’s competitive environment, it’s not enough to put
great insurance products in front of customers. Whether the
objective is to increase policy take up or improve renewal
rates, it’s important to understand what makes the customer
tick. Know what motivates them; then solve their problems.
To that end, behavioural economics asks why people make
the decisions they do and applies that knowledge to improve
business results. It taps into the biases that influence
everyday actions and isolates the ones that drive a desired
behavior, like making better decisions around risk
management. Behavioural economics can be applied to
end-to-end insurance customer journeys that start with
sales and onboarding and continue with underwriting,
claims, and renewal experiences.

Why behavioural economics?
According to behavioural science, a person’s decisions are
not always fully rational and can often be heavily influenced
by their environment. The only way to understand these
unconscious drivers is to put surveys and focus groups

aside and observe how people react in the real world.
A test-and-learn approach delivers new insights into
consumer behaviors that are critical to clients, from opening
emails and answering calls to giving accurate information
or clicking on an offer.

Leveraging years of test-and-learn Experience
By partnering with clients to conduct live trials, it’s possible
to achieve tangible and sometimes counter-intuitive results.
Take for instance one recent example of a property/casualty
insurer serving the nonprofit segment. There was a
regulatory change to communicate to all prospective
policyholders and an equal focus on increasing sales for
the insurer. But they were challenged by the following
question: how to improve call-up rates from a cold-drop
letter campaign?
A behavioural economics approach reasoned that the
insurer’s letter might be more effective if the pitch was
framed in context with more recognisable social norms,
a clearer call to action, and increased salience. Also
advocated for: a strong messenger, a simpler approach,
and an alternative envelope.

The revised letter contained a new subject line with a
sharpened focus on the theme of compliance. The letter not
only described the insurer’s product (coverage), it described
how the insurer would help policyholders comply with a new
regulation, which was the reality prospects were facing.
To test the behavioural economics recommendations, three
different mailings were sent: 1) the original letter in an
envelope featuring a bold marketing banner, 2) a revised
letter in the original envelope, and 3) the revised letter in a
simple business envelope with no marketing banner.
The results confirmed the hypothesis. The third mailing –
with the full behavioural economics approach – generated
a 180 percent increase in the number of calls compared
with the first version, and 30 percent more than the second
version. By sending the best-performing letter to the entire
customer base, more policies were sold, resulting in
USD 580 000 in additional projected sales revenue for
the insurer – a significant portion of the client’s sales
for the year.

The Bottom Line
Behavioural economics is gaining acceptance in the
insurance world and is taking its rightful place in the
customer-engagement toolbox. By addressing the root
causes of customer behaviour, insurers are enlarging sales
funnels, improving retention, receiving more accurate
underwriting assessments, encouraging risk prevention,
and increasing their bottom lines.

The Power of Behavioral Economics
̤̤ Taps̤into̤what̤makes̤customers̤tick̤
̤̤ Improves̤pain̤points̤and̤influences̤buying̤behavior̤
̤̤ Applies̤simple̤changes̤capable̤of̤producing̤surprising̤
results̤
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Buyers’ market for German cedants

J

an-Oliver Thofern, CEO of
Aon Benfield Germany, paints
a picture of a buyers’ market for
German cedants in the run-up to
renewals. “We are operating in a
fairly competitive environment with
some new participants aiming to
take market share from incumbents
and existing players unwilling to
let go of their business,” he tells
Reactions. “Also, I have not spoken
to any reinsurer during the last few
months that does not have a growth
plan.”
Hamburg-based Thofern says that
positive forces are at work shaping
the supply/demand equation,
however: “Underlying economic
activity in many countries continues
to accelerate and so do exposures
of ceding cedents. Some increase in
severity coverage is expected and
there is more interest than last year
in frequency protection – given
Continued from page 1

insurers that view reinsurance as
strategic rather than opportunistic
and sought to deepen our
relationship with the former group
across all lines of business and
platforms wherever they operate in
the world.
“We can offer them support
across the board. So it’s a client
centric approach based on
understanding a client’s strategy
and developing reinsurance or
services and products to help them
achieve their objectives. In other
words, it’s not about growing more
in property, casualty, or marine
and aviation for instance: it’s
about responding to what clients
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a series of smaller events during
2018 so far. However, supply is still
greater than demand.”
Identifying the most problematic
underlying primary sectors in
Germany, Thofern says industries
such as food, automotive and steel in
property lines are underperforming
for markets. But cyber risk does
represent growth potential.
“Cyber is clearly on an upwards
trajectory both in insurance and
need and deepening existing
relationships,” he says.
The burgeoning flood insurance
in North America is a target
market. “We definitely have an
appetite for flood in the US.
We [already] support the NFIP
reinsurance programme and we are
exploring ways of helping existing
clients develop a flood offering that
would be new to their customers,”
Conoscente says.
“Take-up of flood insurance in
the US has been slow because there
is a lack of perceived need among
consumers. And where they do see
the need they are not willing to pay
the asking price that insurers want.
“We have the technical know-

reinsurance. An increasing number
of breaches becoming public will
help accelerate growth in this
segment. It will be an important
line of business within the medium
to longer term for the market,” he
predicts.
Thofern downplays the potential
for Brexit to create big problems
for the market in Germany. “I
am still hopeful that a reasonable
transitional solution can be found
that serves the best interests of
all affected parties as much as
possible. Overall it is certainly
more than just a nuisance but it’s
not a disaster either,” he says. “In
the current market there is, for
most situations (save for a few
exceptions), sufficient capacity
available if decision makers should
be forced to find alternatives. I
hope this will not be necessary –
but we are prepared.” l
how for this product in the US
and we are partnering up with
clients to help them make a viable
proposition to their policyholders.”
It’s a slightly different story
in Europe for Scor, in terms of
growth opportunities, Conoscente
reckons. “Growth in Europe is
challenging for reinsurers. But
Scor is strong in most markets.
Even though there aren’t a lot
of new programmes coming to
market compared with last year,
we have continued to grow over
the years thanks to our client
centric approach, deepening
relationships with existing clients
and achieving bigger shares on
their programmes,” he says. l
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Digital branding beckons for insurers

T

he days when a reinsurer’s touch
point with a client was restricted
to meeting with the reinsurance
manager to talk about renewals are over,
says Swiss Re’s Frank Reichelt. Reichelt,
who is market executive for Germany &
Northern Europe and recently assumed
responsibility for Austria & Central and
Eastern Europe as well, says that Swiss
Re’s discussions take place year round and
are with CEOs, CFOs, CROs and sales
people – as well as product developers.
Data is a big topic. “Clients often
have masses of data but don’t have the
capability, resources, or IT to do useful
analytics. They need support to make
use of the data they possess to develop
products, find new distribution channels
and refine their portfolio mix,” Reichelt
says. “We have a couple of projects
running where we are supporting clients
in making better use of their data.”
Reinsurance managers are involved
in the discussions. “Swiss Re is not a
consulting firm; whether it is to do with
telematics or developing new products
around smart homes, it’s about growing
business. We have skin in the game
through reinsurance support and that
way if it is a success we both benefit from
it,” he adds.

“Clients need support
to make use of the data
they possess to develop
products, find new
distribution channels and
refine their portfolio mix”
FRANK REICHELT
SWISS RE

Swiss Re is busy in the cyber market,
working with medium sized insurance
clients in commercial and personal lines
business.
It isn’t advisable to rush into the cyber
market as a primary insurer, Reichelt
says: “There is an advantage in being an
early mover, however. Nearly all insurers
want to move into it. Sometimes insurers
are a little bit slow to move, evaluating

their options. But everyone knows it’s a
big growth story.”
A problem for insurers is that
consumers are still hesitant about buying
cover – but Swiss Re is working on it.
“We have a significant team that focuses
on behavioural economics that’s looking
into cyber and also other products.
They examine a client’s market and
how the client’s sales team is promoting
the product. We can then make
recommendations to try to increase
sales numbers. Just small adjustments
in areas like mailings, for example, have
produced significant results for clients,”
Reichelt says.
Reichelt believes that digitalisation
could eventually transform the role
of insurers and their consumer
proposition, putting insurers centre
stage in the connected world. “Take
smart home technology: insurance could
automatically become an add-on to such
products. Alternatively, insurers might
be a little more aggressive and sell an
all risk policy insurance to homeowners
where smart home technology is part
of the package. Here, the insurer’s name
would be more visible than the provider
of the smart home technology itself,”
Reichelt suggests. l

Peak Re pushes into European markets

F

ranz Josef Hahn, CEO of Hong Kong
based Peak Re is looking to increase
the European share of his firm’s
business, which currently stands at 18%,
compared with 62% for Asia and 20% in
the US.
“As a small reinsurer, we target regional
and national leaders as well niche market
players, including mutuals. On the product
side, it starts with natural catastrophe but
also motor and casualty for example,” he
says. “We select clients closely and look
to establish a longterm relationship with
them over time, beginning as a small
addition. It’s an approach we have learned
from our experience in Asia.”
On competition in Europe, Hahn
thinks Peak Re can differentiate itself
4 | www.reactionsnet.com	

FRANZ JOSEF HAHN
PEAK RE

from the incumbents: “We’re an
alternative to the short termism of the
Bermuda markets and also the line by
line thinking of other reinsurers. Our

cost ratios have been declining year
on year – last year we were operating
at 3.2% – which gives us a significant
competitive advantage.”
Commenting on the recent trend for
consolidation Hahn said it could create
opportunities for Peak Re. “Getting two
cultures together takes time. Some have
done an amazing job integrating their
operations but I’m not sure that everyone
can do it as fast as required,” he says.
Hahn expects Peak Re’s gross written
premiums to grow by 30% this year, over
2017. Gross written premiums for the first
half reached $671.2m; net profit for the
period was $30.2m. Peak Re has not yet
released its cat loss figures from recent
events in Asia. l
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Washout year means rates must rise

M

anfred Seitz, Berkshire
Hathaway's managing director
of international reinsurance in
Germany, has been attending BadenBaden for around 25 years. He says that
the meeting is still more “practical” than
Monte Carlo but is fast becoming as
intense as the Rendez-vous.
“Compared to Monte Carlo we discuss
more concrete business issues. It’s more
focussed on business opportunities and
what cedants are planning and how
reinsurers can assist. Reinsurers continue
to give their feedback about their appetite
and the immediate renewals outlook,” he
says.
“What’s changed is that meetings at
Baden-Baden used to be scheduled to
last an hour but have been reduced to 30
minute sessions of speed dating, similar
to what we have in Monte Carlo.”
On the outlook for renewals, Seitz says
Berkshire is part of a disciplined group
of reinsurers maintaining risk adequate
pricing. “We’ve never had a top line

MANFRED SEITZ
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY

approach, or emphasis on maintaining
or growing market share – if we don’t see
justifiable economics we don’t commit
capital,” he states.
“We are in a long, soft market with
prices on catastrophe business declining
since 2007. Local events led to local
corrections in 2011, with the Japan
earthquake and tsunami, New Zealand
earthquake and Thai floods – but there
wasn’t a global effect.”

It was a similar picture in 2017 when
the whole industry was hit hard – but the
corrections only applied to loss affected
programmes in the US.
“The reinsurance industry had an
extremely bad year in 2017, in terms of
earnings and loss of equity in many cases.
It appeared that 2018 might be a stable
year but then came a whole string of
significant nat cat loss events including
Florence, Michael, Jebi in Japan, plus
a string of manmade losses in Europe.
There’s still potential for European winter
storms in Q4.”
“So, 2018 will be a washout for
reinsurers, coming after 2017. Investors
and analysts are taking a dim view,
with major reinsurers trading at 1.0 or
less market cap/book ratio. Capital is
still abundant and the capital markets
reloaded on the premise that prices will
go up – which didn’t happen.
“There’s no more room for price
decreases and small increases are entirely
justified,” Seitz concludes. l

Probabilistic model for global cyber risks

A

probabilistic model for cyber
risk that’s capable of accounting
for the impact of security breach
and cloud service provider downtime
incidents on insurance portfolios
worldwide has been developed by
catastrophe risk modeling firm AIR
Worldwide.
The new model will be included in the
latest release of ARC (Analytics of Risk
from Cyber), AIR’s cyber risk modeling
and analytics platform, due for general
release at the end of this month.
Many insurers find it difficult to
understand how often various types of
cyber incidents can occur and how they
can affect the performance of their book,
according to Prashant Pai, vice president
of cyber offerings at Verisk.
“As a result, decisions on product
development, underwriting, portfolio
optimization, and capital allocation
tend to be made with limited data;
and too much weight is often put on
intuition or broad assumptions. This is

where probabilistic modeling can help
the industry better manage cyber risk
globally,” he explained.
AIR’s probabilistic cyber model
estimates the likelihood, severity,
and economic and insurance impact
of security breach and cloud service
provider downtime incidents. Cloud
service provider downtime incidents
are one of the most likely forms of
aggregation risk for cyber. AIR says its
cyber model has been calibrated with
public, commercial, and insurance claims
data that includes information on more
than 60,000 worldwide incidents and
the cybersecurity profile of over 100,000
organizations globally.
In a statement, Ian Newman, partner
and global head of cyber at broker
Capsicum Re, said: “We’re excited to
be both one of the first users of AIR’s
new probabilistic cyber model and a
part of the model’s development. Making
use of AIR’s cutting-edge model will
help our current and prospective

clients better understand their cyber
exposures.”
Newman said the model would help
Capsicum develop new cyber insurance
solutions, such as cyber industry loss
warranties, and work with insurancelinked securities. “We also believe analytics
are key to the market of the future, which
will consist of three core classes: property,
casualty, and cyber,” he added.
Scott Stransky, director of emerging
risk modeling at AIR, said that by
training the machine learning model
on real claims data, the model can
differentiate the risk by technographic
parameters such as cybersecurity
practices, cloud service provider, and
the cause of cloud downtime incidents,
in addition to characteristics such as
company size and sector.
“AIR’s philosophy is to be transparent
and flexible about the various modeling
assumptions we’ve made, and model users
can dig into them and truly own the risk,”
Stransky said. l
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Hard Brexit could spell
panel changes

D

ieter Winkel, president of the
newly re-branded Liberty Mutual
Re, says there is plenty to talk
about in Baden-Baden this year, from loss
development to Brexit, as well as mergers
& acquisitions in the industry. He’ll also be
presenting the new look Liberty Mutual Re,
which is part of Liberty Specialty Markets.
“We wanted to clarify to the market
that we now have one reinsurance entity
in Liberty Mutual. In the past it could be
regarded as a Lloyd’s business, a European
business or as a US domestic player.
The rebranding is important at a time
when there is a lot of uncertainty around
Brexit,” Winkel says.
Liberty Mutual Re has operations in
Cologne, Madrid and Zurich and recently
opened in Italy in addition to London.
In the US, Scott Johnson, formerly with

Munich Re, has been appointed to lead
Liberty Mutual Re’s newly launched
marine account. He will report to James
D’Onofrio, Liberty Mutual Re’s general
manager for the US.
Winkel expects that Baden-Baden will
be a decisive time for many carriers
reviewing their reinsurance panels and
making the call on whether they retain
their [UK] reinsurers or not. “If there is
a hard Brexit then some clients will opt
not to use a UK reinsurance carrier any
longer. From a Lloyd’s perspective we
can use Lloyd’s Brussels’ company and,
if it’s ‘company’ business, we do have a
Luxembourg solution,” Winkel says.
Commenting on renewal discussions,
Winkel says that US windstorms
this year won’t be a big issue for
European reinsurance buyers, although

Africa’s reinsurers buoyed
by improving outlook

A

resurgent economy has boosted
African reinsurers’ confidence
over their market’s outlook,
against a background of rising premium
rates and volumes.
Across Africa the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) expects GDP to
rise from 2.8% in 2017 to 3.4% in 2018,
benefiting from global growth, higher
commodity prices and an improved
access to capital markets.
The annual Africa Reinsurance Pulse,
launched at this month’s 23rd African
Reinsurance Forum in Windhoek,
Namibia, showed that Africa’s reinsurance
premiums increased to an estimated
$7.5bn in 2017, up from $6.8bn in 2016,
also driven by a strengthening of major
currencies against the US dollar.
According to executives in Africa polled
for the survey, the continent’s reinsurers
weathered the economic downturn of
2015 and 2016 remarkably well and the
underlying strengths of Africa’s insurance
markets remained unscathed.

An abundance of natural resources,
continued population growth, rising
affluence and still unmet needs for
infrastructure investments as well
as digitisation are expected to drive
the growth of assets and insurance
penetration. Although premium
volumes contracted during the crisis,
most insurance markets remained
profitable – albeit with the exception of
the continent’s largest market – South
Africa.
The number of reinsurers who regard
premium rates as low dropped from 75%
to 40% of interviewees. Rates increased
following the natural catastrophe events
of 2017, particularly in South Africa.
Market profitability across the continent
is expected to strengthen as a result,
with the exception of South Africa, with
combined ratios broadly below 100%.
Familiar problems persist however.
As in more mature markets, excess
reinsurance capacity affects Africa, with
markets suffering from price distortion

DIETER WINKEL
LIBERTY MUTUAL RE

deterioration from the 2017 HIM
catastrophes could be a drag on the
performance of their US business.
Recent losses in Europe will be a renewals
talking point, Winkel says, particularly
the Luersson shipyard fire in Germany,
which is estimated at €600m. “There’s a
lot of frequency attrition in other areas as
well, such as in energy, which could lead to
significant rate adjustments,” he says.
On the subject of industry consolidation
Winkel says that thin margins and greater
focus on expenses will lead to more M&A
in the re/insurance sector: “Not everyone
has critical mass to maintain a stable and
well diversified book of business.” l
and aggressive competition. The
continent’s underpenetrated insurance
markets continue to attract capital
from global reinsurers. A majority of
interviewees expect that non-African
reinsurers will outgrow regional capacity.
Nevertheless, rising protectionism,
which has spread across the continent,
poses a threat, the report says.
Introduced to contain the flight of
premiums to offshore destinations,
requirements to retain premiums locally
have become an obstacle to reinsurers
that provide capacity across Africa.
Political instability – although improved
– continues to cast a cloud in several
countries.
Reinsurance buying habits are changing
and primary insurers are retaining more
premiums as risk management improves
and insurers strengthen their balance
sheets. The introduction of risk-based
solvency schemes by regulators is forcing
Africa’s insurers to improve their capital
adequacy and encourage the formation of
larger risk carriers.
With stronger balance sheets, insurers
are better equipped to invest in product
diversification and to capitalise on the
benefits promised by technology and
digitisation. l
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Just as the reinsurance industry itself is changing, the Baden-Baden
meeting is also being disrupted. Not only has the Kongresshaus
become the main main meeting hub but it is now possible to buy curry
wurst from a street food vendor at the main entrance. In a further move
that should please management accountants, delegates can get a free
ride to their fireside meeting at Brenners hotel courtesy of Munich Re.

Call for two year delay to IFRS 17 standard

T

here are big problems with the
new IFRS 17 accounting standard
and European insurers want to
see implementation delayed by two
years while it is sorted out, according
to Insurance Europe, the insurance and
reinsurance federation.
Reinsurers have already voiced their
fears. “IFRS17 is just a nightmare. It creates
massive change with no real stated upside.
S2 created massive change and there was a
good intention and like ORSA, good came
out of it despite the work involved. IFRS is
a solution in search of a problem,” one CEO
told Reactions on condition of anonymity.
The standard is effective for annual
periods beginning on or after January 1,
2021 with early application permitted.
The standard is expected to bring
significant changes to re/insurers’
processes and systems and will require
much more co-ordination between
different functions of the business,
including finance, actuarial and IT.
10 | www.reactionsnet.com	

The industry broadly supports IFRS 17
for insurance contracts and is allocating
considerable resources to prepare for its
implementation. However, the European
Financial Reporting Advisory Group’s
(EFRAG) has identified problems with
the way the standard depicts insurers’
performance and business models that
must be resolved before IFRS 17 can be
endorsed.
“IFRS 17 must be reopened and the 11
issues that were identified during EFRAG’s
testing must be addressed. Implementation
of the standard needs to be delayed by two
years to allow time to make the necessary
improvement and to allow time for the
wide range of companies that are affected
to implement the standard,” Insurance
Europe said in a statement.
The decision to re-open IFRS 17 should
be made as soon as possible and as
much clarity given on the impact on the
application date to allow companies to
plan accordingly.

The additional time will allow insurers
to deal with operational constraints, such
as the current lack of software solutions,
and will allow for implementation of
suitable quality and reliability. It will also
allow for a better understanding of the
potentially very different new financial
reporting figures, Insurance Europe said.
IFRS 17 promises to dramatically
change accounting for reinsurance
contracts compared to existing local
GAAP or US-GAAP practices, according
to Frank Achtert, Guy Carpenter’s head
of capital optimisation. “With IFRS 17,
there will be substantial changes in how
companies structure their reinsurance
contracts because of changing recognition,
measurement and presentation of
reinsurance contracts and efforts to meet
their KPIs,” Achtert said at a roundtable in
Monte Carlo last month. “Clients will need
to re-think their approach to structuring
reinsurance treaties and prepare now for
IFRS 17 implementation.” l
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Macro argument no longer valid – Swiss Re

R

einsurance buyers in Europe are
unlikely to be hit by rate increases
across the board after the hurricanes
Florence and Michael, according to JensUlrich Peter, Swiss Re’s head of property
underwriting for EMEA
“Overall market participants will broadly
go for price stability, but there will be
possible gradual improvements depending
on loss experience and level of rate
adequacy,” he told Reactions. “One of the
lessons learned last year, after HIM, is that
the ‘macro argument’, where the global cat
market is impacted, is less valid today.”
Peter says that negotiations nowadays
are more client specific. But also, the
recent hurricane losses compared with
last year will be lower than the HIM
losses. “If losses close to $100bn do not
generate sufficient momentum for price
improvements across the board, it’s
unlikely that significantly lower losses
could achieve it,” he said.
“There is still abundant capital and

JENS-ULRICH PETER
SWISS RE

reinsurance demand won’t be very different
to last year. Some clients might opt to buy
more frequency protections or top layers,
or both, but I can’t see an overall trend in
EMEA for extra demand,” he added.
The relatively low insured loss burden
anticipated from storms in Portugal, Spain
and France serves to demonstrate that there
is a sizeable protection gap in most EMEA’s
otherwise highly developed markets.
“Swiss Re research consistently shows a
huge gap between insured and economic
losses. On average this gap is around

$170bn annually. It’s actually a big
opportunity for the insurance industry.
Even in some mature markets of Europe
there is relatively low market penetration:
in Italy and Portugal which are both
earthquake exposed, for example.
“It’s a similar picture with flood.
In Germany, still only about 40% of
private homes buy earthquake and flood
insurance to protect their buildings and
contents,” Peter said.
The solution is to engage with
consumers.
“It starts with a better understanding
of the root causes. Our research shows
that the markets with the largest gaps are
where consumers don’t find the existing
offerings sufficiently attractive in terms of
the price and the coverage.”
“Products could be made more attractive
if they reflect measures taken by the
policyholder to reduce the risk. Also, we
found that clients want simple products
with conditions they understand.” l
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UK non-life insurers feeling the heat

U

K non-life insurer profit margins
remain under pressure because
of strong competition and
unfavourable claims trends, according
to a report on the sector from A. M.
Best. Premium rates are falling in the
property segment, in spite of rising claims
costs, partly because of the availability of
relatively cheap reinsurance.
Meanwhile, the rate improvements
achieved for motor business last year have
proved unsustainable, Best’s said. Results
for 2018 will also be affected by losses
from storms Eleanor and Emma in the
first quarter of the year and storm Callum
in the fourth quarter.
The 100 insurers surveyed reported
a combined underwriting loss in 2017
due to an increase in weather-related
losses; however, the combined deficit was
lower than in the previous year when the
personal injury discount rate was reduced.
The accident-year loss ratio for the
UK property segment deteriorated by
six points in 2017 due to a combination
of lower prices and higher claims costs.
Property insurers have benefited from
generally benign weather experience over
the past five years, but severe flooding
in 2007 pushed the segment’s combined
ratio up to 117%.
The motor segment saw material reserve
strengthening following the February 2017
announcement by the UK government
that it was reducing the personal injury
discount rate (Ogden Rate). After initially
pushing prices up to compensate, rates

UK non-life insurers feeling the heat
UK property – accident-year ratios, 2013-2017 (%)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Loss ratio

54.0

53.0

58.8

50.4

56.4

Expense ratio

43.7

43.4

43.8

47.5

47.0

Combined ratio

97.7

96.4

102.6

97.9

103.4

UK liability – accident year ratios, 2013-2017 (%)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Loss ratio

101.6

69.5

68.2

62.2

65.9

Expense ratio

33.7

33.4

38.0

42.2

42.7

Combined ratio

135.3

103.0

106.2

104.4

108.6

Source: A.M. Best Company, Inc

fell back in the first half of 2018, as
insurers started to pass on the potential
cost benefits of planned reforms to the
discount rate and whiplash compensation
outlined in the Civil Liability Bill.
“Given that the bill has not yet been
passed and that reforms could be diluted,
these pre-emptive actions by motor
insurers may be overly optimistic,” Best’s
commented.
Earnings in the liability segment have
been affected by weak premium rates
and an increasingly litigious claims
environment over the past five years.
The number of claims for industrial

disease, particularly noise-induced
hearing loss, remain elevated but appear
to be falling, following a steep rise
between 2011 and 2014.
On an accident-year basis, the liability
segment has consistently reported
combined ratios exceeding 100%.
However, due to the long-tail nature of the
business, reserve movements tend to make
a material contribution to overall results.
The analysis of the largest 100 UK
insurers by non-life gross premium
income shows that the average solvency
ratio, under the Solvency II regime,
exceeded 160%. l

Fidelis forms new Dublin unit as EEA hub

B

ermuda-based Fidelis Insurance
has announced the establishment
of a regulated (re)insurer in
Ireland, Fidelis Insurance Ireland DAC,
to take advantage of opportunities
in the European Economic Area.
The Central Bank of Ireland
approved Fidelis’ application to write
bespoke and specialty insurance and
reinsurance.
Colm Lyons has been appointed CEO
and CUO of FIID. Lyons was most
12 | www.reactionsnet.com	

recently chief excess casualty officer at XL
Catlin’s Dublin office. Prior to XL Catlin,
he was with Marsh Ireland Limited, Axis
Re, Willis Re and Allied World Assurance
Holdings.
In addition, Robert Kelly has been
appointed CFO of FIID, joining Fidelis
from PartnerRe Ireland Insurance DAC
where he was CFO, head of external
reporting Europe and group IFRS.
Prior to PartnerRe, Kelly was at FFH
Management Services (part of Fairfax

Group), Aviva, and Pricewaterhouse
Cooper.
Alistair Brown joins as group claims
manager head of insurance operations,
Ireland. Brown was most recently head
of specialty lines claims for the combined
AXIS International entities.
James Brennan takes the role of
compliance/risk manager of FIID, joining
from Hiscox, where he was head of group
compliance. Prior to that he was in internal
audit at Hiscox and Brit Insurance. l
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Tavaziva Madzinga has been
appointed chief executive
officer of Swiss Re in the UK
& Ireland, effective 1 January
2019. Madzinga, currently
market executive for the
Middle East & Africa across
both P&C and L&H, will be
based in London and remain
a member of the EMEA
management team.
Swiss Re said the search for
his successor in Middle East &
Africa has been initiated and
will be announced once an
appointment has been made.
Madzinga succeeds Frank
O’Neill who left Swiss Re in
September to pursue other
interests.
Madzinga joined Swiss Re
in Zurich in 2016 from South
African insurer Old Mutual,
where he was Regional CEO
for South & East Africa. In
his 16-year career at Old
Mutual, he held several roles
with ascending responsibility,
including COO Old Mutual
Africa, CEO for Old Mutual
Kenya and CEO for Old
Mutual Nigeria. He has lived
and worked in Switzerland,
South Africa, Nigeria and
Kenya.
Brit Ltd executive chairman
Mark Cloutier is stepping down
in December 2018 to take
up a role with an affiliate of
Apollo Global Management,
following its acquisition of
Aspen. Working as a consultant
with an immediate focus on
the buy-out, he will assume
the role of chairman and
CEO of Aspen following
completion of the transaction.
Cloutier was appointed Brit
CEO in 2011, subsequently
becoming executive chairman
in January 2017. As CEO,
he was instrumental in the
transformation of Brit into a
Lloyd’s insurer. Cloutier has
held a number of CEO and
senior executive positions,
including CEO of the Alea
14 | www.reactionsnet.com	

MARK CLOUTIER

Group, CEO of Overseas
Partner Re and president
of E.W. Blanch Insurance
Services Inc.
Allianz Global Corporate
& Specialty (AGCS) is
splitting its Alternative Risk
Transfer (ART) business
into two teams. With effect
from November 1, 2018, the
insurance-linked markets
team becomes a standalone
line of business called Capital
Solutions, led by current
ART CUO Richard Boyd.
The remaining ART practice
groups providing Corporate
Solutions, Reinsurance, and
Climate Solutions will continue
under the existing name of
Alternative Risk Transfer,
led by Michael Hohmann
who moves to ART from his
position as global head of
liability at AGCS. Hohmann
will be succeeded by Ciara
Brady who joins AGCS from
January 1 2019, moving on
from her current role as head
of casualty treaty global and
international at Swiss Re.
Argo Global, the Lloyd’s
insurer has appointed Michael
Scala as CUO, Asia Pacific.
Scala will report to Veronica
Grigg, CEO, Argo Global
Asia. Scala has over 35 years’
experience in the insurance
sector. He joined QBE in 1994
as a commercial manager in
Western Australia, eventually
becoming head of US P&C
at QBE Insurance North
America in 2010. Since 2014,

PAMELA THOMSON-HALL

he has been a management
consultant for High
Performance Broking.
Pamela Thomson-Hall has
been named Willis Towers
Watson’s head of the Central
and Eastern Europe, Middle
East, and Africa (CEEMEA),
based in London. ThomsonHall has also been appointed
head of corporate risk and
broking (CRB) for the
CEEMEA region. ThomsonHall has a legal background
and joined the company nearly
20 years ago as general counsel
for the International region of
Willis. She then led the teams
involved in the acquisition
and integration of French
broker Gras Savoye, before
becoming chief of staff for the
international region of WTW.
Liberty Specialty Markets
(LSM), part of Liberty
Mutual Insurance Group, has
strengthened its London-based
financial institutions (FI) team
with a series of appointments.
Sam Adamson has been
promoted to underwriting
manager – FI, UK and Ireland.
He was formerly a senior
underwriter within the team.
Adamson has appointed two
new senior underwriters for
FI: Pavittar Bansel, who joins
from Sompo International,
and Joe Dearsley, who joins
from AXIS.
Starr Insurance has named
Joost Vink as head of Europe.
He will be responsible

RAJEEV MENON

for all of Starr Insurance’s
European operations except
the UK. Vink, who will
report to Jim Herbert, chief
executive officer, Starr
Underwriting Agents Ltd,
joins from Hannover Re’s
specialty insurance business
HDI Global, where he was
managing director of the
Netherlands branch.
Ascent Underwriting has
appointed Caspar Stops as
head of cyber. Stops, who will
take up the role at the end of
November, joins from Brit
where he held the position
of global cyber, privacy and
technology underwriter.
Previously he served at
Aegis and Hiscox, also in
underwriting roles. Reporting
to chief underwriting officer
Gareth Tungatt, Stops will work
on new product development,
including focusing on Ascent’s
increased appetite for large
risks, while contributing to the
continued profitable growth of
the existing portfolio.
Rajeev Menon has been
named by Chaucer as regional
treaty underwriter with
responsibility for building
the insurer’s treaty portfolio
in Asia, MENA and India.
Menon joins Chaucer from
Qatar Re, where he was
responsible for developing
their treaty portfolio for the
Asian and MENA regions.
Prior to this, he was with
Hannover Re in Bahrain and
Swiss Re in India.
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We invite your firm to join Reactions in celebrating
the anniversary in 2019. For more information please
contact Goran Pandzic on gpandzic@euromoneyny.com
or Bill Schauer on bill.schauer@euromoneyny.com
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